PATHWAYS TO LAW AT UTS

Note: While the entry pathways do not guarantee a future place in a UTS:Law course, they may, however, serve to enhance the competitiveness of your application.

Pathway 1.
GRADUATE ENTRY JURIS DOCTOR (JD)

Non-Law Bachelor Degree
3 years full-time
(at UTS or another university) +
UTS Juris Doctor (JD)
3 years full-time = 6 years

Easiest* pathway

*You will need a credit average, (min 70% or above) in your Bachelor degree to get an offer to the UTS JD.

Pathway 2.
ALTERNATE ENTRY FOR BUSINESS/LAW

UTS Bachelor of Business
3 years full-time, including Foundations of Law stream +
UTS Juris Doctor (JD)
min 2.5 years full-time as credit recognition given for Foundations of Law stream = 5.5 years

Highly# Competitive process via UAC

#You will need a distinction average (min 80% or above) in your Bachelor degree to get an offer to the UTS JD.

Pathway 3.
RAISE YOUR ATAR RANK

Any Bachelor Degree
min 1 year ->
Apply to UTS:Law

Highly^ Competitive process via UAC

^You will need a distinction average in your Bachelor degree (min 80% or above) to be competitive.

Tertiary Preparation Program
1 year ->
Apply to UTS:Law

Highly^^ Competitive process via UAC

^^You will need a distinction average in your Tertiary Preparation Program (min 80% or above) to be competitive.